The Lubrication Solution for Waste Trucks

Keep Your Truck on the Road, Not in the Yard.

- A Bijur Delimon system greases every point while the equipment is in operation and maintains a constant barrier at bushings preventing dirt and debris from entering wear surfaces.
- Increased safety as there is no need to crawl under or over equipment to service hard-to-reach lubrication points.
- Avoid costly repairs and downtime.
- Both #2 grease and fluid grease systems available for front, side or rear loaders.

Adding a Bijur Delimon lubrication system increases equipment life by decreasing wear on vital components. Automatic lubrication systems safely and continuously supply lubricant while your machine is running.

For further information about this product, please contact us at (+1) 800-631-0168 or sales@bijurdelimon.com
**NLGI EP #2 Grease System**

- A progressive automatic lubrication system for #2 grease.
- Confirm each lubrication point is getting grease with easy optional monitoring capabilities.
- PVBM progressive valve is standard with a zinc nickel coating for protection in harsh environments.
- Electric MultiPort II (12/24 VDC) Lubricator with optional built-in controller for easy retrofit.
- The MultiPort II is specifically designed for harsh environments.

**Fluid Grease System**

- Economic system that allows you to easily lubricate "on-the-go."
- Electric BL3 Lubricator suitable for (12/24 VDC) standard grease NLGI class 00, 000
- Quickly adjust delivery volumes by simply changing the injector meter cap.
- The BL3 Lubricator is specifically designed for harsh environments.
- Lower operating pressures allow for easy installation with nylon tubing and push-to-connect fittings.